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WHO ARE THE US RAILS? 

Echoing some of the great folk, pop and rock unions of the 60‘s and 70‘s as well as the newest super-

groups and dream bands spanning the globe these days, US Rails emerges as the underdog collective 

of songwriters, singers and musicians who deliver not just a night of cool songs and great harmony. 

US Rails leaves you with the lingering memory you may have experienced hearing some of these 

bands live for the very first time. It‘s in the sum of the parts, not the star of the show. 

US Rails is five distinctive personalities who met originally while living in and around Philadelphia, 

PA but have since scattered all over the map to France, Germany and Austin, TX. Though US Rails 

has played many shows in the United States, their first recording, produced in a cottage house just 

south of Paris has recently been released on the Americana label Blue Rose Records in Europe. 

US Rails is also working on a fresh batch of new songs which will be recorded following their 

European tour this fall where they will also be performing some of the 4 Way Street catalogue as well 

as some great time proven covers everyone will know including a brand new version of CSNY’s 

“Suite: Judy Blue Eyes” which is featured only on the debut US Rails disc and was performed live for 

the very first time while on tour in Germany. 
 

MEET THE US RAILS ... 

Joseph Parsons has always created his own vibe. He brings heart and soul to his songs and live shows 

through energy and emotional honesty. Signed to Blue Rose Records since 1998, he has released many 

studio and live. 

Also signed as a solo artist to Blue Rose, Tom Gillam has employed rock and roll guitar as his 

weapon. That was until Gillam discovered the country-fried licks and chicken fried temperatures of 

Austin, TX. Tom is a master electric slide player and a wailing singer. He has also released 3 records 

in Europe, delivering essentially the same rock‚n roll message he always has, just with a little more 

twang!   

Singer, bassist, guitarist, producer, provocateur Scott Bricklin is simply a musicians musician. Soulful 

riot, screamer, dreamer, believer and a student of all British Invasion, Beatles and Stones. Scott 

currently lives as an expat in Paris, France where he works as producer, concert and session player 

with many of the area’s more up and coming artists.  

Quite possibly the first of the ‘Rails to release music in Europe, Ben Arnold marked his maiden 

voyage over to Europe in the mid 90‘s while signed to Columbia Records. Though now he returns 

only on occasion, in the States he has built a slow and steady cult following, consistently releasing 

new and different sounds and playing countless shows each year.  

Some drummers are just along for the ride. Matt Muir has his CDL. He has played every role in this 

band from studio rat to writer, co-producer and singer. His swinging sound and engaging grin behind 

the kit is just a small part of what Matt brings to the US Rails.  
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